ENVE 19-20 Catalog
Environmental Engineering Program
Math Level 5: M 171Q Start

Seminar: (Choose one) US 101US, CLS 101US, COMX 111US, HONR 201US (30 credits completed choose either CLS 201US or COMX 111US) WRIT 101W exempt? Substitute WRIT 201 or WRIT 221 or HONR 202

Choose one course from the following CORE 2.0 topics:
A = IA/RA (Inquiry Arts/Research Arts)
B = IH (Inquiry Humanities)
C = IS (Inquiry Social Sciences)
D = D (Diversity)

1 CreditWildcard: [Does Not Apply to Major]
ACT Courses which are General Activities courses such as Bowling, Billiards, Skiing, Etc. Could be taken any semester.